KIOSK DIGITAL@PNM
NATIONAL LIBRARY OF MALAYSIA

WHAT IS KIOSK DIGITAL@PNM

FREE ACCESS
PORTABLE
USER FRIENDLY
NO DATA ACCESS REQUIRED
FULL TEXT ACCESS
OPEN TO PUBLIC

WHAT YOU SEE, IS WHAT YOU GET

MANUSCRIPT COLLECTION
391 TITLES

RARE COLLECTION
399 TITLES

PERSONAL COLLECTION
271 TITLES

NATIONAL COLLECTION
199 TITLES

PNM COLLECTION
54 TITLES

HOW TO ACCESS

@KIOSK DIGITAL

01

Read from Kiosk Digital in flipping book format

SMARTPHONE TABLET

02

Read from your phone or tablet by using QR Code Reader

HOW TO GET YOUR FREE EBOOK

03

Search Kiosk's WiFi and select the title from Kiosk

04

Scan QR code from Kiosk screen and start reading